Jeron's Clinical Education Specialist and Enterprise Solutions at HIMSS20

NILES, Ill. - Feb. 20, 2020 - PRLog -- HIMSS (Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society) Annual Conference taking place March 9th through the 13th in Orlando, FL, is the largest Health IT event in the industry. Nearly 45,000 Healthcare professionals, clinicians, and executives will attend.

This year, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. will be exhibiting their Provider® 790 Nurse Call System in their HIMSS Booth #4561; presenting how to achieve excellent acute and ambulatory care workflow and positive patient experiences through the latest innovations in Nurse Call Workflow technology. The focal point of the HIMSS Conference will immerse attendees into the top health information and technology trends shaping the future of healthcare.

Jeron's Clinical Education Specialist, Stephanie Kuhl, BSN, RN, CPHQ will be at the Jeron booth to explain how Jeron's Provider® Nurse Call can benefit caregivers and patients by improving workflows and streamlining alerting and communications. The ultimate result is improved patient throughput, safety, and satisfaction.

At HIMSS, Jeron's booth includes Provider Enterprise for a multi-site nurse call implementation with centralized support, integrations, and call activity logging and reporting. Myles Cochran, Jeron's Director of Marketing remarks, "The flexibility and scalability of Jeron's Provider® Nurse Call solutions readily support a single building, healthcare campus, and all the way to an IDN implementation including hospitals, ambulatory surgery, and clinics. We are very excited to be able to offer this level of scalability to our healthcare partners.”

Visit Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. and learn about Provider Nurse Call & Ambulatory Systems at HIMSS20 BOOTH #4561. In-depth demonstrations and valuable information about the future direction of Nurse Call communications will be given during HIMSS exhibit hours.

JERON HIMSS BOOTH #4561 EXHIBIT HOURS:
March 10 ~ 10am – 6pm
March 11 ~ 9:30am – 6pm
March 12 ~ 9:30am – 4pm

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and life safety industries, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider Nurse Call and Pro-Alert Area of Rescue Systems. These systems facilitate communications, help speed response times and integrate with a wide spectrum of alerting and notification technologies, all focused on delivering the highest levels of safety. From its founding in 1965, Jeron has earned a solid reputation for innovation, quality and service. Jeron products are engineered and manufactured in the USA. For more information please visit, www.jeron.com
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